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QUESTION 1

A report author creates a report with a drill-through definition. In the target report the parameter expression is " ->?P?".
What type of data must be passed to the parameter? 

A. A member from the level 

B. Any member from the hierarchy 

C. A value 

D. A business key from the level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A report author can use a slicer to do what? 

A. Make the report database smaller and efficient 

B. Provide context to intersection values 

C. Reduce the number of members on the edge of the crosstab. 

D. Generate a zero suppression filter in the rows 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

To create a report from the data source shown, what entities will the report author use? 

A. Members 

B. Values 

C. Attributes 

D. MUNs 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A report author creates the following nested report using 2 adjacent levels of the same hierachy. Users should be able
to drill down on the inner nesting with the outer nesting remaining unchanged. 

What advanced drilling behavior should the report author use to achieve this? 

A. Replace Expression 

B. Depth Based Expression 

C. Preserve 

D. Replace Item 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The sales manager requires a crosstab report to display the top 3 sales people for the month. Considering that an OLAP
data source is used, what will the report author use when creating this report? 

A. A set expression 

B. An axis title 

C. A percent of base calculation 

D. The hierarchize function 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6



The following expression is used to focus OLAP data in the rows of a report: filter([sales_and_marketing].[Order
method].[Order method].[Order method type], [Revenue]>150000000). 

Which of the following statements describes the purpose of the expression? 

A. To return the set of members whose revenue is less than 150000000 for any year. 

B. To return the set of members whose revenue is greater than 150000000 for the sum of the opposite edge. 

C. To filter the cell values by subtracting 150000000 from the revenue for each year and order method type. 

D. To filter the years to show those having revenues greater than 150000000 by order method type. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A report author creates an expression using the closingPeriod function to return the latest month found in the data
source, and names the expression "Current Month". What can the report author do with "Current Month"? 

A. Use it to replace the lastPeriods(1,[Month]) expression currently in the report. 

B. Add it to an expression to find the current member for the Month level. 

C. Use it to determine the current quarter: parent([Current Month]). 

D. Use it as a report expression to display the current month in the page header of the report. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The "Sales" and "Inventory" data stores each have "Products" and "Time" dimensions. For drill-through between the
data stores on the "Products" and "Time" dimensions to work, which items in the structures must be identical in the data
stores? 

A. Hierarchy names, member values 

B. Level order, level names 

C. Hierarchy names, snowflake schema 

D. Role value, internal keys 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The report author wants to create a report to compare the sales of product types for special sales promotions in 2005
and 2006, but the report will exclude regular sales. Which style of authoring and which function will the report author use
to create this report from a cube data source? 

A. Relational authoring style, except function 

B. Dimensional authoring style, filter function 

C. Dimensional authoring style, except function 

D. Relational authoring style, filter function 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A report author has created a crosstab report from the data source shown. The Retailer name level has been dragged to
the rows and default drilling up and down has been activated. 

What will be displayed in the report if the consumer drills up on one of the members of Retailer name? 

A. The parent member of the member drilled on. 

B. The ancestors of the member drilled on from the whole Retailers hierarchy. 

C. The members from the Region level. 

D. The members from the Retailer country level. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

To display all individual campaigns in a crosstab report, a report author could use the expression set([TrailChef
Campaign],[EverGlow Campaign],[Course Pro Campaign]). Instead, the report author decides to use the parent member
of the campaigns in the set expression "children([All Campaigns])". Which statement is true about the method that was



used? 

A. In the future, when a campaign is deleted or new ones are added, the report author must modify the expression. 

B. In the future, when a campaign is deleted or new ones are added, the unmodified expression will be valid. 

C. The report author should not have used the method chosen, as the first method is best in this situation. 

D. To be accurate, the report author should avoid using a set expression. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Based on the diagram, 

if the expression firstSibling([2006 Q 1]) is used in the report, what item will be returned? 

A. 2005 Q 1 

B. 2006 Q 4 

C. 2006 Q 1 

D. Nothing, because the return value equals the parameter 

Correct Answer: C 
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